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ZAP! No More Underground Press 

roTICE: Arny, Linda Baby, Big V\lally and other Brothers 

1and Sisters looking for Rat, Tribe and similar wonders 

f al terna ti ve journ~lism, cease t}\v search: The~r have 

mostly gone to the Great Hereafter, victims of all the 

amn lowered voices and that favorite capitalist tool 

-money. And, for heaven's s,ake, stop corresponding 

'Ji th me-I 1 ve got a wife, two kids and a job at the local 

supermar1'cet now o 

cape and mayhem. Lenore 
and her Girl Commandos, an 
1 flying squad of aggressive 

~ 

launched Come Out!, Advocate, and 
Fag Rag. Hastily edited underground 
papers appeared on military bases and 
in high schools, and even in prisons a 

,erships both nationally and loca 
the strains of the sectarianism 
ing the left. The hope that the u 
ground press would persist as an 1 
native system of journalism gave 
to frustration and failure. 
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LACK OF MONEY, not surpn 
ly, is high on the list of 

lems that have decimated the u 
ground papers. Although distrib 
costs are minimal due to the co 
practice of paying sellers a percen 
of the price, it is difficult to find 
ple to sell them. Even shoestring c 
ations must confront printing c 
rents and other expenses. Also, s 
tend to be unstable, with people 
stantly coming and going. 

But financial problems and 
turnover are probably less impo: 
than changing times and condit 
The vitality of the alternative J 
was directly proportional to the ht 
of the radical movement in gen 
The underground press arose fron 
ferment of the times and the a· 
ment of that ferment undercut 
strength. As opposition to the Viet 
war sustained the movement, 
movement sustained the press. 
well before the war began to wan 
the issue against which the rad 
could mobilize, differences within 
movement took their toll in the w 
ground press. 

Bonds of friendship rather than 
porate ties held the staffs togei 
Personal or political disputes · 
translated into organizational crise 

Many of the advertisers weri 
marginal as the papers themselves 
were often unreliable in their 
ments. Official harassment, lat 
based upon allegedly pornogra 
content, forced the papers into l 

sallied forth to crush male 
m. Sweetstuff, the pubescent 

community, but also at consumers of 
pornographic movies, group sex, and 
bizarre sexual accessories. This un
doubtedly helped the Barb to reach a 
weekly circulation of almost 100,000 

Most members felt that the paper 
should be radical in an ecumenical 
sense, representing a broad range of 
dissenting opinion, literary criticism, 
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ba1'.tles to survive. Many m¥nicipal 


